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NEW HOMES RENOVATIONS GRANNY FLATS DEVELOPMENTS

THE
CASHMERE

Features:

   Open plan living

   Galley style kitchen

   Breakfast bar

   Alfresco with 
recessed ceilings

   Home theatre

   Walk-in robe

Inclusions:

   1020mm entry door

   30 course ceilings

   20mm Essastone 
benchtops

   Mitred tiling

   Semi-frameless 
hobless showers

   LED downlights
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TOTAL AREA 196.40m2 

Perfect for lots 12.5m wide.
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OPEN PLAN LIVING AT ITS FINEST.

The Cashmere presents a unique design that ticks 

the boxes for all your lifestyle needs. Bursting from 

the central passage is open plan living at its finest. 

At the helm of this space sits a stunning galley 

style kitchen featuring a convenient breakfast bar. 

The ample dining and living area flows effortlessly 

onto a well-sized alfresco featuring eye-catching 

recessed ceilings.

Once the dining and socialising has wrapped up, 

simply step across into the private theatre for an 

indulgent movie session.

At the front of the home, a thoughtfully designed 

sleep zone comprises two bedrooms, one with 

built-in robe and a bonus walk-in robe in the other, 

efficiently positioned around a shared bathroom. 

A further room at the front of the home leaves your 

options open to utilise as you wish! 

Finally, when it’s time to retire for the night, retreat 

to the secluded master suite located at the back 

of the home, presenting a large walk-in robe and 

ensuite. The only thing left to do is relax. 
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THE
CASHMERE

Contemporary
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Industrial


